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NEW QUESTION: 1
A logging infrastructure may need to handle more than 10,000
logs per second.
Which two options support a dedicated log collector function?
(Choose two)
A. Panorama virtual appliance on ESX(i) only
B. M-500
C. M-100 with Panorama installed
D. M-100
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
(https://live.paloaltonetworks.com/t5/Management-Articles/Panor
ama-Sizing-and-Design-Guide/ta-p/72181)

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two statements are true about "LICENSE INCLUDED" and
"BRING YOUR OWN LICENSE (BYOL)" options while creating a DB
system?
A. License included includes the cost of OCI only.
B. BYOL includes no extra cost for OCI and Oracle Database.
C. License included includes the cost of OCI and Oracle

Database license.
D. BYOL includes the cost of the Oracle Database only.
E. BYOL includes the cost of OCI only.
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Conce
pts/databaseoverview.htm Oracle Cloud Infrastructure supports a
licensing model with two license types. With License included,
the cost of the cloud service includes a license for the
Database service. With Bring Your Own License (BYOL), Oracle
Database customers can use existing licenses with Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure. Note that Oracle Database customers remain
responsible for complying with license restrictions applicable
to their BYOL licenses, as defined in their program order for
those licenses.
You do not need separate on-premises licenses and cloud
licenses. BYOL databases support all advanced Database service
manageability functionality, including backing up and restoring
a DB system, patching, and Oracle Data Guard.
You can choose BYOL when you launch an Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure database or DB system. Choosing BYOL impacts how
the usage data for the instance is metered and subsequent
billing.
Note that on some provisioning dialogs in the Console, the BYOL
option is labeled My Organization Already Owns Oracle Database
Software Licenses.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your EC2-Based Multi-tier application includes a monitoring
instance that periodically makes application -level read only
requests of various application components and if any of those
fail more than three times 30 seconds calls CloudWatch lo fire
an alarm, and the alarm notifies your operations team by email
and SMS of a possible application health problem. However, you
also need to watch the watcher -the monitoring instance itself
- and be notified if it becomes unhealthy.
Which of the following Is a simple way to achieve that goal?
A. Run another monitoring instance that pings the monitoring
instance and fires a could watch alarm mat notifies your
operations teamshould the primary monitoring instance become
unhealthy.
B. Set a Cloud Watch alarm based on EC2 system and instance
status checks and have the alarm notify your operations team of
anydetected problem with the monitoring instance.
C. Have the monitoring instances post messages to an SOS queue
and then dequeue those messages on another instance should D cthe queue cease to have new messages, the second instance
should first terminate the original monitoring instance start
anotherbackup monitoring instance and assume (he role of the
previous monitoring instance and beginning adding messages to

the SOSqueue.
D. Set a Cloud Watch alarm based on the CPU utilization of the
monitoring instance and nave the alarm notify your operations
team if C r the CPU usage exceeds 50% few more than one minute:
then have your monitoring application go into a CPU-bound loop
should itDetect any application problems.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
On Cisco ISR routers, for what purpose is the realm-cisco.pub
public encryption key used?
A. used to verify the digital signature of the IPS signature
file
B. used during the DH exchanges on IPsec VPNs
C. used to generate a persistent self-signed identity
certificate for the ISR so administrators can authenticate the
ISR when accessing it using Cisco Configuration Professional
D. used to enable asymmetric encryption on IPsec and SSL VPNs
E. used for SSH server/client authentication and encryption
Answer: A
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